Thomas Jefferson said in 1802: "I believe that banking institutions are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies."

"The democracy will cease to exist when you take away from those who are willing to work and give to those who would not." - Thomas Jefferson

"When in danger or in doubt, run in circles, scream and shout." .... jbd

"When once a job you have begun, do no stop till it is done. Whether the task be great or small, do it well, or not at all." .... Anon

Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results. - Albert Einstein

Television is one daylong commercial interrupted periodically by inept attempts to fill the airspace in between them.

Black Mobs Attacking Whites in Cincinnati Just for the Fun of It

Last weekend, Cincinnati held its annual food festival known as the Taste of Cincinnati. This year they had over 200 different food vendors filling the streets with a wide variety of tastes and smells. City officials estimated that over 550,000 people attended the three day event, helping the city’s economy.

For the most part, the Taste of Cincinnati had few problems, but the crowds did bring trouble makers to parts of the city near the festival. In these cases, mobs of black teenagers attacked white people.

The first reported attack was near a bus stop. The aftermath of the attack was captured on video by a metro bus. Jon Deters, son of the Hamilton County Prosecutor Joe Deters. He was helping his girlfriend get her car out of a parking lot when a group of 12-20 black teens attacked him, hitting him, knocking him to the ground and kicking him before running away.

In another attack, David Manz was walking to a bus stop to go to his night job at a Dunkin Donuts when he saw a group of about 20 black teenage girls run towards him. They laughed as they began hitting and kicking him before running away. Manz suffered bruises, scrapes and several broken ribs. He had to be placed on a breathing machine for a short time to help prevent pneumonia from setting in.
Welcome to my blog, DOOLEY Observed. I have been on the Internet for over 15 years, when nobody knew what a www was. Big company name, no www. Now it is a little company name and a BIG www. How times have changed.

I have never been a big blogger, but recently have gotten more interested. Seems like terrorists, pirates, billions and trillions, friends getting laid off, have peaked my interest. I am retired, so not much I can do …. so I am BLOGGING.

A news item this morning got my interest also. There are more people making a living off of BLOGS, than there are attorneys.

I wish I had started this many years ago.
Debra Dooley, Realtor

Dean and Robbin Dooley

Melissa … with a fireman helping animals

Brad Dooley

Moses Dooley Family History

The Moses Dooley Family History 1755-1933

Bucket List

MY BUCKET LIST
An evening with them at The Wool in Highland, New York. Would love to hear.
Popular Posts

A REPLY to an earlier post

TartanMarine has left a new comment on your post "From a man, Robert A. Hall, who is tired?": Thank you for posting my piece, &...

Supposedly their newest add ... ??????

Do YOU Miss Me Yet?

Cute,

regardless of your politics ................!!

Glenn W. Turner...

Glenn W Turner was born in 1934 in South Carolina to an unwed mother. He was very poor. His mother's prenatal illness of scarlet fever caus...

Mighty Sealer ...........

It works!!!!!!!

Check out this product, I have used it a number of times and it REALLY WORKS ........... saved us having to get all new carpet and some fur...

The Old Drug Store Tube Tester

Many years ago, when the radio didn't work, you took off the back, found a tube that didn't light up, went to the drug store, tested...

A Tribute to Jennie Finch

I don't know how many of you watch or follow women's softball, I have for a number of years. It is pure sports competition. No mi...

The Secret Bunker

Congress Never Used

Welcome to Capital Hill, the Day After – except this isn't Washington. It's a giant concrete box nestled into a hillsid...
Gospel Songs

- No More Nights
- It Is Well With My Soul
- Oh What a Saviour
- There is a River
- Sinner Saved By Grace
- I Believe in a Hill Called Mount Calvary
- Worthy the Lamb
Experts: Carney's Departure Comes as Press Grows M...
Black Mobs Attacking Whites in Cincinnati Just for...
Good stuff to read ..........
Spencer Watson Snupel
Good Advice
What else could Ballmer buy with $2 billion?
U.S. investigating Icahn, Mickelson in insider tra...
Close call ........
and, I had the right a way
Jay Carney resigns as White House press secretary
Thoughts for the day ........
Help the VETS?
He is GOAL oriented .........
Students' diplomas initially withheld because they...
Zuckerberg, wife gift $120M to CA schools
Shelby Sterling agrees to sell Clippers to Ballmer...
2 boys declared co-champions of Spelling Bee
Another on veterans - I am one.
If this don't pick you up .... nuthin will
Obama receives standing ovation from less than 25%
This sums it up ......
pretty well - What is the di...
Donald Trump Offers Obama $50 Million for Birth Re...
Tiger Woods withdraws from US Open
Three years after Japan tsunami, suspected bits of...
Lightning hits World Trade Center
73-year-old seeks 'stand your ground' protection
Intel readies 3D-printed robots for handy consumer...

Photo

Prosecutor: Hernandez killed 2 over spilled drink
The price is right

Another day wasted, we had to call SS to resolve a...

Life is good

Buddies

A little on the VA
Very true.... unfortunately

NOMOPHOBIA - An alarming problem from Ripley

Central California wildfire burns out of control, ...

OAKLAND, Calif. – Here's a touching story of anima...
Sterling says NBA ban, forced sale is illegal

Foot Therapy

91-year-old Rep. Hall ousted in Texas GOP primary

Fire in S. Korea hospice for elderly kills 21

Good Question.

Supreme Court rules against Florida in death penal...

WNBA and Maya Moore

Apartment complex bars kids from playing outside

Ripley
Thanks Ernie

Some reflections

Ripley

'The case, the red flags were so big the killi

U.S. Military To Be Saluted at 98th Indianapolis 5...

Raceday 2014

Find someone to blame.....

Nabors back home in Indiana to say farewell

Pinkskin Potatoes

I uncovered a diabolical plot today, unexpectedly,....

A thoughtful time for me

Food for Thought

34th Regiment, Indiana Infantry

Rockwell's 'Rookie,' featuring this PHS grad, etc...

7 dead in drive-by shooting near UC Santa Barbara

Teenager shot in drain pipe in parking garage

Youth gets 10 years for murder

13-year-old girl charged

Boy, 6, shot dead

Boy, 5, dies in crash

Ohio community in mourning

Three dead in crash

President Obama names new ambassador

Kerry's Senate confirms appointees

Elderly driver hits school boy

Chinese general shot down as he leaves Mali

Attorney general approves delegate count

NYPD Officer Hit by...
Redskin spokesman states ..... well 
... ah ........

Memorial Day - 2014

Federal security guards can't read X-rays, handle ...

Tennessee Wheel decides fate of prisoners

Tennessee brings back electric chair

Too much times on their hands 
.......... in Wash....

How America Treats Illegal Aliens vs. Veterans

New York City Program Would Pay for Environmental...

Ohio father and son face sex trafficking charges

Cleveland in as possible GOP 2016 convention site

Fleet Week back in New York City with impressive s...

The Dayton Triangles
Runnymede Playhouse
Bear cub charms police in Oregon

Admired college professor maintains lie about doct...

Marine Debris - A tremendous problem

Pope Faces Serious Health Concerns as Holy Land Tr...

Inmate died after 7 days in NYC cell

Ripley

Ohio adopts mercy rule for prep football

Former OSU football player arrested

Crash Victim Not Expected to Survive; Accused Dran...

California woman found 10 years after kidnapping

One for the ages 
... to be sure

Comments on the last post
.......... 

Ex-players say teams gave pain pills 'like candy'

Age really does know no limits in golf

I say, "Not Guilty"

Not everyone is happy

Bullied Ohio girl, 15, leaves behind suicide note ...
ROOF WON'T BE FINISHED FOR WORLD CUP OPENER

Cleveland Browns botching QB scene?.....Oh, not th...

Burglary Suspects Stole TV From 91-Year-Old Woman ....

Anchor Hocking temporarily shuts down Lancaster pl...

Casino mogul Steve Wynn pays $28 million for Popey...

This Is the Pregnant Woman Sudan Wants to Hang for....

Top VA health official resigns under fire

Boats pluck people from roofs as floods sweep Serb...

Hundreds of vultures won't leave this neighborhood...

Darden announces sale of Red Lobster for $2.1B

Kenya: 2 blasts kill 4 amid new terror warnings

Missing New Jersey woman was buried alive

Karl Rove: Hillary Clinton's health 'will be an is...

So that's why it was so lumpy: College students fi....

Former Co-Hosts Reunite for Barbara Walters' Farew...

Masahiro Tanaka Caught Doctoring Bail With Sprints...

Hillary Backers Completely Fail To Name Her Accomp...

San Diego County fire roars to life

I teared up .... BIGTIME!

Hernandez may not make it to the HOF

Read this and YOU put a title to it ..... 

Great painting ....

Ripley

Host of fires clear San Diego-area neighborhoods

NYPO Officer Hit by Van While Chasing Escaped Prits...

Ben Stein

Asa Aarons

I wonder what list I am on?

Thank God that there are some good ones still arou...
Some days a
diamond, some
days a stone
5/14
White House says
no issue with
Biden's son,
Ukrain...
Man suspected of
stealing toilet
tank from
Seattle...
Vietnam mobs set
fire to foreign
factories in
anti...
Death toll in Turkey
mine disaster
rises to 232
Justin Bieber
Investigated in
Alleged Robbery
Alte...
Teen wearing
stolen tux
arrested at prom
Woman says she
was served a
‘toxic cocktail’
at Mi...
Chinese general
tours U.S.
carrier as
maritime ten...
Poor Kentucky has
no stomach for
Obama
151 dead, many
trapped in
Turkish coal
mine
Wildfire forces
20,000
evacuations near
San Diego
Waiting for the
fotos .......
Not sure, but highly
appropriate ....
Alec Baldwin
Accused of
Riding Bike
Wrong Way,
Arg...
5/13 - Ripley
Elderly driver hits
11 parked cars
while trying to...
Pedophile teacher
abused scores as
clues missed
Spying on millions
of Americans in the United Sta...
Aiken's Opponent
dies
Tuesday comments.
FEMA Camp Round
Up Has Begun: The Homeless
First!
Rumors ....... THIS IS
ALL
SPECULATION
AND RUMOR .......
FEMA
Again, for
information ...
know what may
be going ...
OPERATION
AMERICAN
SPRING: BET.
COLONEL
CREATES MA...
Family Gets
Restaurant Discount Thanks
to Their We...
25 trees cut down
as part of senior prank
Worthy?
The intolerant left's heckler's veto on campus
Wet spring snows hit Rockies, Nebraska.
Believe It or Not! - 5/12
Boy Scouts rescue Ann Curry after TV journalist Is...
Finally, the Spring Fighting Season is Here
Gunmen kill man, wound six at toddlers' party in C...
Happy Mothers Day, Gramma, show us your tats!
Sunday Evening ...
Texas police officer who killed 93-year-old woman ...
'I don't want to confuse them with facts' ...... H...
Katie Couric wrote an article, with her picture ...
Bernie speaks the truth .......
Balloon crash looms over U. of Richmond graduation...
Yes, times have changed .... I wish I had not seen...
Woman Blames Walmart for Her Poverty; Why Walmart...
Something to remember ........
Here's Johnny! Manzielmania sweeps into Cleveland ...
9/11 remains returned to World Trade Center site
Commercial Jet Almost Taken Down by Drone in Flori...
Is this a bit ...... racist?
White House aide linked to al-Qaida funder
Bill Clinton will publicly apologize for the Monica...
Police Confiscate Children's Basketball Hoop
Illegal Visit Capitol Hill, Demand Amnesty Through...
5/9 - Ripley
White House's $17 billion helicopter fleet
Brothers, Ages 7 and 8, Abducted After Mom Found S...
Mid-Hudson residents line motorcade route as body ...
Michigan Takes
Right to Farm
Away from
Suburbs Dwe...

Holder Mandates
Schools Must
Enroll Children of
Il...

Another Email .....

I have no idea, but,
he is going to be
90 ..........

From out West .....
we hear .....

Wisdom from Willie

Mother's Day 2014
5-4@ Resorts World
Vegas project
crosses hurdle

Are we a great
country, or
what?

Too Many People
Have Guns - Gun
Laws Must be
Rein...

'Downdraft'
thoughts .....

Driver is cited for
using dummy in
carpool lane

British, US experts
arriving to help
in Nigeria

Russia displays its
might amid
Ukrainian crisis

Obama Birth
Certificate
Shocker:
Evidence that
Dec...

The POWER of TV
All Hal...........
5-8-14

It happened in '61
Teacher accused of
instructing a boy
to punch anot...

Regular listening for
me ..................

MVM

Michael Jordan says
he was racist

Corruption
............... Who, me?

Worthy, she is not
......................

...........

Motorcade with
body of Army
Sgt. Shawn
Farrell II ...

Hundreds killed in
attack

Florida teen
graduates from
high school and
colleg...

Bridge fire, collapse
shuts main
highway from
LA....

School lunches
around the
world

US announces aid
to Nigeria in
mass kidnapping
of ...

NFL hopeful Teddy
Bridgewater
surprises his
'survi...

My bus ride

Oh, that's how it
works!!!!!!
Brunei's new laws affect Sultan's Hollywood ties
Mid east airline Etihad offers bed and bath suites
Coke to drop controversial ingredient entirely
Neighbor: Pistorius 'torn apart' after shooting
A Florida Resident Drove Around with a Cellphone J...
Ripley 5/6
Gunmen in northeast Nigeria abduct 8 more girls
Graduate in wheelchair denied access to stage to a...
Grandmother says a hospital messed up on methamphetamine...
Big quake rattles Tokyo, 17 injured
Data from single plane caused FAA computer issue
'A maskman, where?'
Monday banter
Schools Have Plenty of Complaints About New Health...
UN: Spread of polio now a world health emergency
5/4/14 Dooley's Observers
Cinco de Mayo
High driver calls 911 to report hit-and-run
Typo on car dealership's gigantic sign goes unnoticed
Naked Oregon man doing push-ups in road struck by ...
Holmes completes comeback with win at Quail Hollow...
Former British tennis star Baltacha dies aged 30
1,000 evacuate as wildfire razes Oklahoma homes
Audrey Hepburn's 85th birthday
Comic book store owner makes thieves dress as Pulp...
Family reunited with dog that went missing 18 mont...
Michelangelo's David in danger of collapsing due t...
Drones a daily sight in Yosemite
'Suspicious': Sober driver arrested for drunk driv...
DAVID PHELPS THERE IS A RIVER THE GAITHER VOCAL BAND - Listen to all of this, the ending will send chills down your spine. When David left the group for a while, the group never tried to sing this song. David Phelps is the ONLY one who could do justice to the song. LET FREEDOM RING

AMAZON

Your Daily Dooley Observed Crossword Puzzle - Take time and enjoy

Crossword 37077 (Mon 06/02/14)  Score: 0

Across:
1. Mets' old stadium
2. Foyer
3. Destroy completely
4. Headache pill
5. Rainy mo.
6. Rowing needs
7. Corp. head
8. Bleak
9. Wind instrument
10. Strike
11. Bursting forth

Down:
1. Middling (hyph.)
2. According to
3. Casino game
4. Must, informally
5. Top cards
6. Corroborates
7. Keep
8. 2 over spilled
9. Bud
10. Came in
11. 1/2
12. 1/2
13. 1/2
14. 1/2
15. 1/2
16. 1/2
17. 1/2
18. 1/2
19. 1/2
20. 1/2
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